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abstract:
Every year, we progress towards a new reality where digital content blends
seamlessly with our physical world. Augmented reality (AR) headsets and
volumetric displays afford us the ability to create worlds that are as rich as the
movies we watch and interact with media in ways that contextualize our
environments. However, AR headset devices can only be experienced by an
individual, and most volumetric displays typically are fragile, expensive and/or have
reciprocating components.

Funnel Vision aims to bring 3D lightfields to the physical realm using lenticular
rendering, conical reflection, and a 4K monitor. The need for inexpensive, reliable
3D, 360-degree display technologies grows as AR applications continue to increase
in popularity. In real-time, this system creates an AR experience that can be viewed
from any angle with primarily inexpensive, readily-available components. The radial
optics partitions views generated real-time in Unity, which are then reflected off a
mirrored cone, to produce a volumetric image.

Additionally, this system provides affordances not available with existing devices
given that it is portable, perspective-occluding, and collaborative. I created a 3D
character that animates and responds in real-time based on human interaction and
emotional evaluations to highlight the capabilities of this unique display.

Ultimately, I hope this thesis will inspire the entertainment and consumer electronics
industries to pursue this novel display technology that brings characters to life and
showcases effects at the same fidelity as they exist in the digital world.
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Imagination is everything.
It is the preview of life's coming attractions.

Albert Einstein
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Part 1
Background
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INTRODUCTION

Illusions have been used to enchant spaces since the early conception of

storytelling. 20,000 years ago, our earliest ancestors used the flickering fire
light to animate cave paintings to better instruct and entertain younger

generations [68]. Since then, the tools humans develop further enhance our
ability to suspend reality which allows us to imagine, create and resonate.

From the invention of the camera obscura [37] to the advent of computer
graphics [19], technological innovations of the current time catalyze a

renaissance of expression. By inciting a sense of curiosity and wonder,
technological innovations provide a distinctly human purpose. The most
famous magicians know that their best performances incorporate the most
fantastical technologies (while obscuring their mechanisms), producing
perplexing and completely magical results for their uninitiated audience.
Illusionists are acutely aware that a mismatch between what the eyes see
and what the brain interprets can have profound effects in creating
extraordinary.

The inception of the Pepper's Ghost illusion, on which this thesis heavily
relies, dates back to 1862 [53]. While the original Pepper's Ghost illusions

were achieved by illuminating performers and objects via oil lamps, by
integrating modern day displays and projectors into the illusion, we can
seamlessly render digital content within our physical world. With

applications ranging from resurrecting performers like Tupac and Amy
Winehouse [17] to allowing for moderately affordable AR headsets like the
Lenovo Mirage [55], the Pepper's Ghost illusion has cemented itself as an
essential tool for placing digital content in our physical environments.

To understand how perfectly paired the author is to this thesis, here is a

brief overview of her background. Emily Salvador, before joining the MIT

Media Lab, worked for Walt Disney Imagineering and Universal Creative
where she investigated novel uses for the Pepper's Ghost illusion, which is
frequently used in theme parks to place digital content into a physical
context. Given theme parks' increased incentives to recreate prominent
intellectual properties as attractions for guests to enjoy, the Pepper's Ghost
illusion is a helpful way to integrate content that cannot be physically
reproduced. Examples of the Pepper's Ghost illusion in theme parks
include the ghosts in the Haunted Mansion attractions [64], the appearance
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of Harry Potter characters in various attractions at Universal Studios [34],
and, most recently, transforming a skeleton into a physical animatronic of

Captain Jack Sparrow on the Shanghai Pirates of the Caribbean attraction.

Theme parks take these carefully crafted spaces for storytelling and elevate

their impact through illusion and complete immersion.

Emily's projects for these theme park companies specifically focused on

real-time interaction and storytelling through the intersection of the digital

and the physical. Once a member of the Object Based Media Group, it

became clear that creating a high-fidelity digital character that could exist in

the physical world without the use of personal hardware could extend

beyond themed space applications. These smaller, communal Pepper's

Ghost displays could be used in homes and classrooms to enchant and

engage users in familiar environments.

Funnel Vision shines as an alternative to augmented reality (AR) headsets

and other volumetric displays because of its low cost and easy maintenance.

Because each of the optical components of the display can be

manufactured for pennies worth of plastic and because there are no moving

pieces, this system is an ideal candidate for democratizing AR in an

increasingly mixed reality world. Additionally, Funnel Vision allows for

multiple users to share in their interaction with the device, allowing for more

socially engaged collaboration and experiences.

While just developing the Funnel Vision hardware and shader would've

been a thesis in itself, it was important to showcase how this platform would

be used in a meaningful context. The author chose to develop a digital

character that users could interact with in real-time with an emphasis on

capturing facial reactions to the character, as it's currently difficult to capture

facial reactions when the face is occluded by AR headsets.

[13]
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CHAPTER 1
DISPLAYS

The Funnel Vision system is a novel display that combines radial optical
partitions and conical reflections. Its nearest neighbor devices include
holograms, volumetric displays, light field displays, and head-mounted
display systems. Funnel Vision, without the use of a head-mounted display
or special glasses, creates an affordable, durable and non-perspective
occluding 360-degree viewing experience.

1.1 PEPPER'S GHOSTS

0~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ToltuLammt0,J~-.&,~

FIGURE 1.1: An Illustration of a Pepper's Ghost illusion in a theater [64].

The core mechanics of a Pepper's Ghost illusion can initially be dated back
to 1 7th century where "ghostly" images could be produced by reflecting
candlelight through a pane of glass [14]. However, its modern prevalence
can be credited to Henry Dircks (1858) and later Professor John Pepper
(1862) [12]. To produce the Pepper's Ghost illusion, a pane of glass (or half
silvered mirror) must be positioned at a 45-degree angle relative to the
viewer, so that a lit hidden object can reflect off the surface. An image of a
glowing object appears as a reflection in the glass, rendered at the same
distance as the illuminated object is away from the reflector. The 45-degree
angle is typically desired because the reflected image will appear at 20,
where e is the angle of the reflective surface. As the reflective surface is
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moved away from the 45-degree angle, the reflected image appears to
elongate or truncate as the new perspective is adjusted [18].

This phenomenon is further explained by Figure 1.2 below, in the modern
context of using projectors or other displays to produce the illuminated
source [13]. In the original Pepper's Ghost illusion, a three-dimensional
object, like a performer or prop was often used to produce the effect. With
the advent of display technologies like LCD screens and projectors, two-
dimensional illuminated surfaces can produce two-dimensional dynamic
reflections. While the original Pepper's Ghost illusion was intended for
hidden live performers to haunt actors onstage, the combination of this
illusion with modern emissive display technologies has proved
transformative.

Projector

S noopTransparent foil

DOgg

Reflective

Anhuate ofTupac is projected onto the

Source. Musion Eyeliner

W5"" P"* "SP"Nto' MW isnge isreected onto the transparentWJS.S19.DewlceFoe
inI hscreen, which Is angledsu d that the

The acround Of A Sag ; auene sees Tupac butnt the foil.
Musionysem Ltd.

FIGURE 1.2: A diagram showcasing modern Pepper's Ghost techniques [13].

After the invention of digital displays, a Pepper's Ghost illusion could be
produced from the light of a monitor instead of requiring illumination of an
actor or physical object. The applications of this technology range from
small scale illusions produced on smart phones and tablets to large stage
illusions that can be viewed by thousands of people.

[15]
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FIGURE 1.3: Examples of four-sided reflective pyramid Pepper's Ghost
illusions across scales (left) [23] (right) [27].

This thesis was primarily inspired by projects like the commercial HoloMAX
display [23] as well as "do-it-yourself hologram" tutorials from Instructables
[27]. By employing a four-sided reflective pyramid format, the Pepper's
Ghost illusion can be extended to allow 360-degrees of viewing. While this
effect is absolutely impressive for such minimal hardware and software
implementation, because of the use of planar mirrors, these devices present
several obstacles for unobstructed viewing. First, because of the pyramid
shape, the corner seams along the edge of each planar face disrupt the
viewing experience. Additionally, these planar surfaces are sensitive to
calibration errors and viewing position. Finally, the reflected illusion often
deteriorates when viewed from oblique angles.

FIGURE 1.4: Conical Pepper's Ghost with Anamorphic Distortion [67].

Pepper's Cone [67], most notably, introduced the concept of reflecting
anamorphically distorted, generated imagery onto a mirrored cone. While
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the Pepper's ghost illusion has existed in planar and 360-degree pyramidal
form, the Pepper's Cone project [67], highlights the utility of curved
reflective surfaces. This design feature allows for a seamless reflection
surface [67].

1.2 HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAYS

FIGURE 1.5: Example of a hologram from different viewing angles [4].

Holographic displays use laser interference to reproduce a continuous light
field. Researchers have developed a variety of holographic displays using
distinct materials and optical designs [4] [24] [31] [39]. Notably, the Object
Based Media group itself develops techniques to produce holographic
video [9]. Unfortunately, high resolution, fidelity, and frame rate holographic
displays are still years away. Furthermore, devices like these will likely be
expensive and require non-trivial maintenance in the short-term future.

1.3 VOLUMETRIC DISPLAYS
Through a variety of architectures, volumetric displays achieve a 3D matrix of
individually addressable display elements. For example, by using a
reciprocating mechanism, a 2D surface or mirror can be swept over a 3D
volume at high speed and produce a volumetric image by synchronizing a
projector or other display [50] [52]. Despite the components of the display
moving to produce the volumetric image, due to persistence of vision, the
user perceives a stationary 3D rendering. Other volumetric displays are
achieved by coupling a projector with small optical reflectors, like fog,
allows for a selectively illuminated volume [4]. Some volumetric displays
provide correct stereo and parallax cues and can accommodate multiple
simultaneous viewers. However, few can reproduce proper occlusions and
view-dependent effects like specular highlights. Many volumetric displays
suffer from low resolution due to the higher computation required to refresh
the volume of display elements at an acceptable frame rate.

[17]
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FIGURE 1.6: Example of volumetric display [61].

Standalone volumetric display products currently exist on the market. For
example, Voxon offers a 360-degree field of view volumetric display by
projecting imagery onto a high-speed reciprocating screen [61]. Projection
frame slices reform an illuminated cross-sectional image at the right place in
physical space. Through persistence of vision, the human eye blends
hundreds of layers together to create an illusion of a complete
volume. Content is ghosted, meaning users can see through to the back of
the models, due to this generation technique.

1.4 LIGHT FIELD DISPLAYS
Autostereoscopic and light field displays are able to present a correct
left/right stereoscopic image pair to a viewer over some viewing range
without the need of special glasses [16]. Bonding a lenticular array [40] or
aligning a parallax barrier [28] onto a conventional high resolution 2D
display is a popular approach. Looking Glass leverages lenticular optics to
create a stereoscopic image that can be viewed without wearing a headset
or special glasses [59]. Another option is to combine multiple projectors
using a reflective or transmissive screen that has a very narrow scattering
profile.

[18 ]
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FIGURE 1.7: Example of a lenticular-based light-field display [59].

Xia et al. [65] use light field generation to achieve a 360-degree surround
viewable volumetric display with proper occlusion. Jones et al. [30] combine
a fast spinning slanted anisotropic mirror with a synchronized projector to
reproduce a light field that can be viewed from any angle. Many of these
methods show the proper image to the viewer's left and right eye, which is
critical for creating a believable volumetric illusion. It is non-trivial to
accommodate multiple, simultaneous viewers, yet some devices are able to.
However, there are some clear drawbacks to these types of displays. Many
of the displays referenced are prohibitively expensive, complex to
reproduce, and difficult to maintain. More recently, researchers have
explored stacked arrangements of printed transparencies [62] and planar
LCD panels [35] [63]. Although these systems can theoretically reconstruct a
light field with proper focus cues, they do not allow examining an object
from all sides, and current prototypes are either limited to static scenes or
are inherently complex and prohibitively expensive.

1.5 HEAD-MOUNTED DISPLAYS
Head-mounted displays strive to augment our world and provide a
ubiquitous, persistent, immersive platform. Due to the advent and coupling
of high framerate displays with mobile high-bandwidth GPUs, large-scale
consumer Virtual Reality (VR) efforts such as the Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, and
Google Cardboard have become possible. Augmented Reality (AR) displays
such as the Magic Leap and Microsoft Hololens overlay imagery onto the
physical world through the use of micro projectors and mirrors or

[19]
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transparent waveguides. There are even AR displays that directly employ
the Pepper's Ghost illusion to produce moderately affordable headset
options [55]. Although it is impossible for Funnel Vision and other
environmental Pepper's Ghost displays to achieve expansive viewing

conditions, these alternatives don't require the use of personal hardware
mounted to user's faces, allowing for a more natural and collaborative
experience.

FIGURE 1.8: Example of an affordable Pepper's Ghost augmented reality
headset [55.

1.6 FUNNEL VISION OPTICS
The Funnel Vision system uses a radial optical partition between the monitor
and the conical reflection to separate the views for auto-stereoscopic
viewing. Lenticular lenses and parallax barriers employ distinct mechanisms
to separate an array of views underneath. Most prior art focuses on linear
lenticular lenses and parallax barriers. Additionally, while the Pepper's Cone
[67] cleverly employed anamorphic distortions for their conical reflection,
anamorphic distortions have been used in other contexts.

1.6.1 PARALLAX BARRIERS
Parallax barriers were first conceptualized by Auguste Berthier, who
published an article on stereoscopic images in 1896 [6]. Below, in Figure 1.9,
there is a depiction of the core concept of a linear, two-view parallax barrier.

[201
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FIGURE 1.9: The first documented drawing of a parallax barrier [6].

The mathematics of a traditional parallax barrier depend on several key
parameters. The setup for a linear, two-view parallax barrier is shown in
Figure 1.10, taken from Towards a Common Framework for Parallax Barrier
and Holographic 3D Display [49].

S1 rm

hp

d

2 V

P

z,

FIGURE 1.10: Setup of a linear, two-view parallax barrier [49].

The width of the opaque barrier and the adjacent, transparent aperture are
identical and can be calculated through the pixel pitch of the monitor p. The
distance between the parallax barrier and the pixel array, d, is given by:

d zynp
e

[21]
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where e is the approximate distance between the viewers eyes, zp is viewing
distance between the user and the optic, and n is the index of diffraction of
the material between the parallax barrier and the screen [49]. Pixel pitch is
defined as the width of a single pixel from the display, typically measured in
micrometers.

r

Views

#1

#2

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

FIGURE 1.11: Setup of a linear, multi-view parallax barrier [21.

It is critical to note that this formula changes when more views are
introduced to the system. The aperture of the parallax barrier is a ratio of
the number of views total to the views intended to be seen in the aperture
(typically one view) [21]. There are visible trade-offs for introducing more
views to the display. There will be reduced brightness as only a small
amount of light emitted from pixels passes through the parallel barriers.
Additionally, for a display with N views, the resolution of any individual view
is 1/N of the original display resolution for a linear parallax barrier. There is
an image flipping artifact when crossing a viewing zone because the
viewer's left eye may see the image intended for the right eye and vice versa
when transitioning between views, which can distort the perceived depth.
Additionally, when increasing the number of views, the width of the dark slit
of the barrier increases, while the transparent aperture doesn't increase,
causing display brightness decrease and a striped viewing effect.

[22]
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Active research focuses on how to enhance the traditional parallax barrier
effect using emerging technologies. Dynamic parallax barriers can adapt to
where the user is positioned and where their gaze is pointed. With head
tracking, the location of the user's eyes can be used to dynamically render
the parallax barrier on a transparent LCD screen [48]. The Nintendo 3DS, a

popular gaming console, does not use head tracking, however it creatively
employs dynamic parallax barriers. The Nintendo 3DS dynamically toggles
a transparent LCD screen with a parallax barrier mask over the underlying
LCD to create a dynamic 3D effect [56]. Because the parallax barrier mask
can be toggled on and off, the user can choose between 2D and 3D modes.

1.6.2 LENTICULARS
Integral imaging, first used in 1911, is technique for employed for creating
three dimensional images from a series of photographs, commonly paired
with lenticular lens arrays or parallax barriers [25]. The effect is
accomplished without requiring the user to wear any optical device, such as
3D glasses. By relying on the user's perspective, the correct corresponding
image can be displayed using optical techniques mapped to the image.
Both optical partitions filter which views a user sees to give the effect of
depth perception, however a lenticular approach is preferred in this context
to a parallax barrier for several reasons.

oII
Dj Flat display

FIGURE 1.12: A up-close depiction of a piece of a lenticular sheet with

cylindrical lens width p, and height D. [66].

First, rather than utilizing all of the light emitted from a screen for an illusion

like a lenticular, a parallax barrier blocks a subsection of the emitted light

with opaque masking bars. Because of this, the resulting image is typically

dimmer due to the occlusion of a portion of the emitted light. The parallax

barrier requires a distance between the barrier and generated image behind

it in order for it to function as intended. This is sub-optimal for illusions with

[23 1
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space restrictions and requires precise, persistent mapping. Comparatively,
a lenticular can be bound to the integral image without any extra space, and
the placement is depended on one axis instead of two. The lenticular is
typically attached directly to the display, reducing the risk that the display
will become misaligned overtime.

Component Lens Pitch
Focal Length

Radial
Reflective Lenticular Screen
Surface

Comiponent LeAs's
Conunon Converging Point

Side
Viewing
Zones

Central Stereo-Projector
Viewing Zones Objectives

FIGURE 1.13: Radial lenticular design for 3D cinema, circa 1940 [7].

Lenticular sheets are usually made from one of the following materials:
Acrylic (PMMA), APET, PETG, Polycarbonate, Polypropylene, PVC and
Polystyrene. Those materials may be subtractive manufactured, 3D printed
or cast in an injection mold.

1.6.3 ANAMORPHIC IMAGES

i

FIGURE 1.14: Anamorphically distorted image reflected in cylinder [27.

[24]
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Anamorphic distortion can be defined as "a distorted projection or
perspective; especially an image distorted in such a way that it becomes
visible only when viewed in a special manner" [1]. Leonardo Da Vinci created
the first recorded anamorphic art piece in 1485, however anamorphic
renderings were not popularized until the 16th century [20]. Hans Holbein
created a piece in 1533 entitled The Ambassadors, which is one of the most
famous examples of anamorphic distortion to this day. The rendering in the
foreground, if viewed from the correct angle, would appear as a skull [20].
There is even a popular meme in 2019 associated with anamorphic
rendering - requiring the viewer to tilt their mobile phone to read secret
messages.

FIGURE 1.15: The Ambassadors by Hans Holbein as viewed straight on (left)
and from the correct perspective to view the skull (middle) [20]. There is an
example of text anamorphic distortion, on the right, which has trended as a
popular meme in 2019.

Movie Maps [38] is an example of digital distortion to produce a correct
anamorphic distortion in a conical mirror. Furthermore, in projection
mapping, a technique where a projected image is distorted to map to the
physical surface it's being projected on, corner pinning and projection
matrixes are implemented to provide the correct perspective to the viewer.
Dynamic moving eyepoint is employed on attractions at theme parks like
Shanghai's Pirates of the Caribbean and the Na'vi River Journey to give the
illusion of depth and motion on a projected surface [41].
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FIGURE 1.16: Optical System for viewing anamorphic images. Image is
projected onto a horizontal screen with a conical mirror placed above. The
image is viewed through a mirror [38].
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CHAPTER 2
CHARACTERS

Procedural character design and animation is certainly an established
field. With work ranging from emotional blend shapes [43] to real-time
contextual animation [47], there is an impressive catalog to draw inspiration
from.

2.1 SOCIAL ROBOTS

FIGURE 2.1: Examples of social, physically embodied robots with
personality. From L to R, Vyloo [45], Tega [33], and Jibo [10].

The Vyloo animatronic characters located in the Guardians of the Galaxy:
Mission Breakout queue at Disney California Adventure respond to
emotional cues based on the face pose of the users they interact with [45].
The Vyloo animatronics personalities are procedurally generated based on a
limited number of emotional parameterized indexes which inform how the
character will physically animate [45]. Tega is a storytelling robot developed
in the Personal Robots group [33]. Jibo, developed by Cynthia Breazeal,
adds physically embodied character to the voice assistant paradigm (like
Google Home or Amazon Alexa) [10]. Leonardo, another social robot
developed in the Personal Robots group, added a new level of artificially
intelligent social engagement, as the character could make permanent
emotional associations about objects and people as they were presented -
remembering the associations later [11].
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2.2 DIGITAL CHARACTERS

FIGURE 2.2: Examples of digital character companions. On the left,
Tamagotchi, incredibly popular in the 90s, relied on 8-bit graphics and
simple button based interactions. Graphics techniques and affordability of
high-resolution displays have improved since, allowing for devices like the
Nintendo Labo (right) [36].

Responsive digital characters manifest in many platforms and contexts.
Tamagotchi in the 90's used simple button interactions to establish a
relationship with an 8-bit sprite character. The Nintendo Labo device allows
users to introduce physical props into the play experience with a responsive
character [36]. In Project Porg, developed by ILMxLAB and Magic Leap,
through a series of episodic interactions, users build a relationship with an
augmented reality family of alien bird creatures from the Star Wars universe
[22].

Furthermore, digital characters that emote and sympathize have a long-
standing history both at the MIT Media Lab and in the broader research
arena. The work from Bickmore and Picard [7] on using empathy as a
mechanism to improve long-term relations with computer agents, as well as
the integration of empathy as a key element in the design of synthetic
characters inspire current innovation in this field. This work is formative as it
demonstrated how humans can both perceive and project empathy onto
technological devices. From a computational perspective, there is active
research on how to create characters that understand emotion and how to
procedurally generate empathetic, clear signals. Sabourin [51] created a
framework for algorithmically assessing generated empathy.
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CHAPTER 3
MIXED WORLDS

3.1 PHYSICAL SPACES

FIGURE 3.1: Examples of VR/AR mapped to the physical world in a liminal

space. On the left, players use VR headsets to be transported to a

completely digital, interactive world [60]. On the right, augmented reality
content is rendered in the physical environment [3].

Mixed reality, by some definition, is an established field. From circuses and
carnivals in the early 19th century to projection mapped stage shows on
Broadway, in the entertainment context, our reality in the physical world can
be influenced as we enter special, controlled spaces.

Theme parks like Disneyland and Universal Studios enchant their audience
by providing a completely immersive and expansive physical environment

that entices all the senses. From traditional dark rides like the Haunted
Mansion and Pirates of the Caribbean to mixed environments that
seamlessly blend screens with the physical world like The Amazing
Adventures of Spiderman and Star Wars: Rise of the Resistance, the theme
park industry creates spaces that completely subvert mimetic reality.

Reimagined and reenchanted physical spaces are trending as digital

markets saturate and stagnate market share. From Amazon's acquisition of

Whole Foods to Google's Pixel 3 themed takeover in Piccadilly Square in
London, technology focused companies want to reimagine interaction and

content distribution in the physical world. Apple's former head of retail is
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quoted as saying "I think as humans we still need gathering places, and
when you are serving digital natives, the thing they long for more than
anything is human connection. Eye contact... Stores need to become living,
breathing spaces, not just two-dimensional boxes." Somebrandshave
achieved this more successfully than others. In 2019, Spotify launched a
buzzword filled 'interactive, immersive music experience'for Billie Eilish's
new album, but the space was gimmicky, sparse, and overall lackluster.

The VOID and similar companies have produced impressive digitally
overlaid physical worlds, where virtual objects, set pieces and characters feel
solid due to mapping in the real world [60]. Taking the VOID's concept a
step further, AT&T recently partnered with Magic Leap and HBO to bring
mixed reality demos to the public. At select AT&T stores, consumers have
the opportunity to demo Magic Leap headsets and fight white walkers in an
environment themed to Game of Thrones [3].

3.2 CONSUMER PRODUCTS

FIGURE 3.2: Pok6mon Go is a popular example of mobile augmented reality
and location-based interaction [42].

In addition to physical spaces embedded with specialized hardware to
project digital content into the world, there are now a number of consumer
products and devices that enhance immersion. We've already covered
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VR/AR headsets in Section 1.4, although they are the leading example of

consumer products that overlay digital content on our physical world.

Mobile applications like Snapchat and Pokemon Go allow individual

interaction and control of digital content mapped to the physical world.

Snapchat allows its users to place digital content in their environments and

can even map and distort content on the user's face. Pokemon Go has

catalyzed the popularity of mobile AR contextualized in the world -

garnering a record number of users in a short window of time [42].

Lightform Inc. is a consumer product that enables its users to easily compute

projection maps and deploy content to a physical scene. With the technical

literacy level of a digital graphic designer, artists and hobbyists can now

easily map and project digital content on physical objects and scenes [58].

The Disney Play App allows guests at the Disney resorts to indirectly

manipulate their surroundings through their smartphone applications.

Localizing the user through GPS and Bluetooth beacons allows the guests to

influence the environments they're geolocated to [15].
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CHAPTER 4

HARDWARE

4.1 THE SYSTEM
Funnel Vision is a 360-degree display that generates discrete imagery based

on angular position around the display by using a radial mirror, radial

lenticular or parallax barrier and a monitor. A 3D scene is rendered in a

game engine, virtual cameras are generated to capture the scene, and a

shader is applied to partition the views from the cameras appropriately on
the monitor. This system is uniquely balanced to allow for the optical
components to operate efficiently as a hardware system. The Funnel Vision
system is housed in a custom created cabinet that holds the computer
underneath the monitor and optical setup. The cabinet allows for a 360-
degree view of the conical reflection, but can be modified to block ambient-
light, which subsequently increases contrast in the conical reflection.

4.2 RADIAL OPTICS

4.2.1 LENTICULAR APPROACH
Integral imaging allows for the volumetric information associated with a 3D
object to be packaged for display onto a 2D surface. The "3D information"

is rendered specifically for use with an associated optical barrier or partition.
Without the optical barrier or partition, the integrated, rendered image is
blurry due to the fact that the views have been sliced and repositioned into
an interleaving pattern. The optical partition, whether a parallax barrier or
lenticular, then filters the views so the viewer will only see at most one view
per eye (allowing for a stereoscopic effect). This is critical for the purposes
of this project as a flat image, displayed on a monitor, can transform into a

volumetric illusion.

This Funnel Vision display can create autostereoscopic imagery up to 360
degrees around a 4K monitor. The radial lenticular allows for horizontal
motion parallax, which allows the hardware system to display different
imagery as users move angularly around the display. As a user walks
circumferentially around the display, the appropriate views are cast in that
particular viewing zone. The rays from the monitor pass through the
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lenticular lens which partitions the pixels that are directly underneath the
lens into angular paths. As the user moves off axis of the lenticular lens, new
views come into focus and are magnified under the lens. Those rays that are
cast radially out of the lenticular lens then bounce off the radial mirror,
further deviating the path of the image. If the user is standing directly in
front of a lenticular lens, the view directly under the lens will be in focus and
bounce straight off the mirror directly towards the user. However, the
lenticular lenses off-axis to the user will focus a particular view based on the
angle, which will then bounce off the radial mirror, magnifying that offset
angle.

FIGURE4.1: Rendering ofinitial radial lenticular design in Fusion 360.

The shape of the radial lenticular lenses diverges from linear lenticular
lenses. Radial lenticular lenses are wedge shaped (the width of the lenses
increase towards the peripheral of the display), because of the polar
distortion and maximizing use of the pixel space on the monitor.
Consequently, the height of the lenticular lenses must increase as the width
increases to maintain focus. Alternatively, the lenses can change profile
rather than height so as to maintain the same focal length as they become
wider. The focal length, F, can be calculated by the radius of the curvature
of the lenticular, r, divided by the lens's index of refraction, n, minus one.
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r
n-iF=n - 1

Usually, the focal length is calculated to extend to the base of the lenticular.

Depending on what the lenticular is designed to focus to, there may be an

additional distance to reach the desired focus plan. For example, many
monitors have a transparent barrier protecting the light emitting component

and the width of that barrier should be considered when determining the
focal length of the lenticular lenses. The shape of the lens influences the

viewing angle for each lenticular lens which results in a shorter or longer
phase distance between views under each lenticular lens.

Additionally, the angle within the lens is variable. It is difficult to
manufacture perfect half-circles lenses because of limitations on existing
tools, therefore many lenticular manufacturers will adjust the angle within

the lens resulting in a substrate of variable height below the surface of the
lenses. This can be calculated by the formula below:

nr
e = n -

where n represents the index of refraction and r represents the radius of the
curvature of the lenticular. Additionally, this absolutely impacts the angle
outside the lens or the viewing angle of the lenticular lens. That angle, 0,
and the internal angle, /, can be calculated using the following formulas:

0 =2(sin- ()- I)

I sin sin(R)

where p represents the width of each lenticular lens, r represents the radius
of the curvature of each lenticular lens, n represents the lens's index of
refreaction, n represents the refractive index of air, and R represents the
angle between the extreme ray and the normal point where it exits the lens.

Keep in mind, that because this was a wedge shaped radial lenticular
design, p scaled accordingly as the width increased towards the periphery
of the display. In the case of applying radial lenticular lens array to the
Funnel Vision display, these constraints proved problematic. Because the
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monitor emits light, and the thickness of the substrate on which the
lenticular was printed on was substantial, views that were intended for one
lens would appear under adjacent lenses producing a "flipping" effect.

4.2.2 PARALLAX BARRIER APPROACH
For a radial parallax barrier, the barrier can be printed using an inkjet printer
onto transparency film. As long as there is a transparent aperture and an
opaque barrier, the parallax barrier should function. There should be a gap
between the monitor and the parallax barrier plane. When increasing the
gap, the relative size of each parallax barrier wedge should increase to
accommodate the offset. The gap size influences how quickly views shift into
the aperture of the parallax barrier. Additionally, the relative size of the
aperture to the size of the barrier per each wedge of the parallax barrier is a
ratio of the number of views under each wedge - 1 to 1. For example, if
there were 5 views under each parallax barrier wedge, then the barrier
portion of the wedge should represent 80% of the wedge while the aperture
would represent 20%.

4.3 CONICAL REFLECTION
normal

incident ray reflected ray

ii r
mirror

FIGURE 4.2: A diagram representing the Law of Reflection, where the
incident ray produces a reflected ray perpendicular to the normal [18].

The Law of Reflection, demonstrated in Figure 4.3, is the primary mechanic
that generates the Pepper's Ghost illusion. An incidence ray of light aimed
at a mirror at an angle iforms a 90-degree angle combined with the
reflected ray's angle r [18]. This law applies to all reflective materials,
however the amount of light conserved in the reflective bounce step
depends on how reflective the piece of material is; this ranges from a pane
of glass that reflects very little light to a mirror that fully reflects the light.
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FIGURE 4.3: A cone made of reflective mylar with a 45-degree angle edge.

The shape of the radial mirror could be the frustum of a cone, elliptic

paraboloid, sphere, cylinder, or of any other object with one axis of

rotational symmetry, however the underlying shader (or integrated image)

would need to be modified to account for the shape's anamorphic
distortion. The material of the mirror should be reflective, and examples
include half-silvered mylar, acrylic, non-transparent reflective acrylic or full

mirror. Mylar was chosen as the ideal material for the cone, because of its

high refractive index relative to its semi-transparency. Exactly how much

light is lost and at what angle is best modeled by using the Fresnel

equations [46] and Snell's Law [54] shown below.

Frensel's Equations:

t_ ni cos(qi)-n 2 cos(qt) r = 2ni cos(qi)
n, cos(qi)+n 2 cos(qt) ni cos(qi)+n2 cos(qt)

r n2 cos(qi)-ni cos(qt) = 2ni cos(qi)

= ni cos(qi)+n 2 cos(qt) n = 1 cos(qt)+n 2 cos(qi)

Snell's Law:

n, sin(qi) = n2 sin(qt)
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4.4 SYSTEM EFFECTS
As the user moves circumferentially around the display, the rendered views

that are opposite the user (i.e. on the other side of the radial mirror) cannot
be seen. Because of this assertion, it became evident that the user doesn't
need to see all of the potential views from a static position, therefore radial

lenticulars operate differently than linear lenticulars. With a linear lenticular,
every view that will be displayed needs to exist under every lenticular lens

for the effect to work. For example, if there are 8 images that have been

integrated, there would be a slice of each of those 8 views underneath each
lenticular lens. This results in a per-view image resolution of 1/N where N is
the number of views being rendered. As the number of views increase, the
per-view resolution decreases.

However, with this setup, it is not necessary to produce every view under
every lenticular lens because each lenticular lens only needs to display the

views that the user could potentially see from that lens. Because of that,
there is a rolling assignment system for which views to display under each
lenticular lens. If the user is standing directly in front of where a viewing zone

is located for a particular image, the lenticular lenses closest to the user
should have that view centrally located under the lenticular. The lenticulars
that are adjacent to that area should still have information that can reach the

user, however the views have to shift to accommodate the off-axis position.

In that way, there is a rolling priority system, where the generated view that

is closer to the user will appear centrally under the lenticular lens and
incrementally move off-center and eventually disappear as the user moves

radially around the display. This is unique to this system due to the
favorable, synergetic conditions of the radial optical partition and the
conical mirror.
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CHAPTER 5
SHADERS

5.1 LENTICULAR RENDERING

FIGURE 5.1: Cameras rendering light field auto-generated in Unity with a C#

script. Note, the volumetric capture area is located within the frustum of all
the cameras.

Harkening back to the previous section, this system required a different,
more efficient approach to lenticular rendering. As the user moves
circumferentially around the display, the rendered views that are opposite
the user (i.e. on the other side of the radial mirror) cannot be seen. Because

of this assertion that the user doesn't need to see all of the potential views
from a static position, radial lenticulars operate differently than linear
lenticulars. Therefore, it became clear that if the user is standing directly in

front of where a viewing zone is located for a particular image, the lenticular
lenses closest to the user should have that view centrally located under the
lenticular. The lenticulars that are adjacent to that area should still have
information that can reach the user, however the views have to shift to
accommodate the off-axis position. In that way, there is a rolling priority
system, where the generated view that is closer to the user will appear
centrally under the lenticular lens and incrementally move off-center and
eventually disappear as the user moves circumferentially around the display.
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FIGURE 5.2: Diagram depicting how the virtual camera images are
processed and displayed in each portion of the display screen.

In order to generate the views that are rendered on the display based on
the 3D scene, there are three independent variables that must be
considered. First, the number of the virtual cameras/views/viewing zones
must be decided. In order to decrease transitional areas in the display, the
goal is to optimize for number of viewing zones, which means maximizing
the number of virtual cameras in the scene. Second, the number of views
per lenticular lens is variable depending on how quickly views should
change based on the user's radial position. Third, the number of times a
specific view zone lenticular pattern should repeat should be considered.
For example, an integrated pattern of virtual camera views 1-5 might repeat
many times to increase horizontal resolution and size of the virtual image.
These three independent variables impact the system substantially for the
following dependent variables which are outlined below.
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FIGURE 5.3: Lenticular rendering of 24 camera views, where each camera
view is a different hue (see appendix for higher resolution).

The first dependent variable that is impacted is the angular influence that a
particular camera view will have on the monitor. This is important, because if
the angle is too small, the virtual image generated will not take advantage
of the full horizontal size, and if it's too large, the view will disappear off the
radial mirror and not be relevant for the user, thus unnecessarily
contributing to a lower resolution per view. The angular influence for a 360-
degree display can be described as 360 degrees multiplied by the number
of views per lenticular lens divided by the number of cameras/views. For
example, if there are 20 cameras and 5 views per lenticular, the angular
influence on the monitor for a particular view would be 360x 5 + 20 which
would equal 90-degree angular influence.

The next variable that can be calculated with the three independent
variables is the angular size of each lenticular lens. This is another important
value to consider because of the physical, manufacturing and optical
constraints of the radial lenticular. To calculate the angular size of each
lenticular lens for a 360-degree display, divide 3600 by the number of
cameras/views and the number of times each that specific view
configuration repeats. For example, if there are 20 cameras/views and for a
specific view there are 20 repeats of that integrated pattern, the angular size
of each lenticular lens would be 360+ (20 x 20) which equals.90 degrees.

Because we are constrained to an existing monitor with a specific pixel
pitch, we must calculate the minimum viewing radius on the display. That
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radius is the point where there is one pixel along the circumference of the
circle for every slice of every view on the display. To calculate the minimum
viewing radius, multiply the number of cameras/views by the number of
views per lenticular and the number of times each view configuration
repeats. Then divide that number by 21. For example, in a system with 20
cameras/views, 5 views per lenticular lens, and 20 repeats for each
configuration, the minimum viewing radius is 20 x 5 x 20 + (27) which equals
318.3px. Using the pixel pitch of the monitor, that value can be converted to
other units.

The remaining dependent variables describe the size and resolution of the
virtual image generated in the radial mirror. The resolution of the virtual
image increases vertically because of the wedge shape of each lenticular.
There are more available pixels at the edge of the monitor as the wedge
widens which results in a higher pixel resolution. The physical height of the
virtual image remains constant because of the anamorphic distortion
applied to the camera/view. The resolution of the width of the virtual image
also is variable along the vertical axis. To calculate the minimum resolution
for the width of the virtual image, multiply the number of views per lenticular
by the number of times that configuration of views repeats. That will return a
pixel width which can then be converted using the pixel pitch of the monitor
into the horizontal size of the virtual image.

FIGURE 5.4: On the left, a diagram showing that the imagery generated on
the monitor corresponds to a conical viewing volume, where the image is
rendered on a place that circumvents the cylinder. On the right, imagery
generated on the monitor is reflected in the cone, producing the conical
viewing volume.
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When increasing the number of cameras/views, all other variables equal,
the horizontal and vertical resolution and size of the virtual image will
decrease. Additionally, the minimum viewing radius will increase and the
angular extent of each individual view will decrease. The angular size of
each lenticular lens will shrink.

When increasing the number of views per lenticular lens, all other
variables equal, the horizontal and vertical resolution and size of the virtual
image will decrease. Additionally, the minimum viewing radius will
increase and the angular extent of each individual view will increase. The
angular size of each lenticular lens will remain constant.

When increasing the number of repeated configurations of integrated
slices, all other variables equal, the horizontal and vertical size of the
virtual image generated will increase, however the resolution of the image
generated will decrease. Additionally, the minimum viewing radius will
increase and the angular extent of each individual view will increase. The
angular size of each lenticular lens will increase.

FIGURE 5.5: This image illustrates that as the selected camera rendering
angularly changes, the image captured must shift its origin accordingly.

In the 3D scene, cameras are generated radially around the 3D stage. In
software, the cameras field of view can be adjusted to accommodate for
the angular extent of the view on the monitor and the number of views
being generated. Additionally, the radius of the camera ring is also
variable. After capturing the scene from each of the cameras'
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perspectives, the frames from each camera are sliced and rearranged in a

shader onto a render texture. The height of the render texture is equal to
the maximum radius of the display (in pixels) that can generate a circle
(not many monitors have a square aspect radio). The width of the render
texture is equal to the number of cameras/views multiplied by the number
of views per lenticular and the number of times that specific view
configuration repeats.

5.2 ANAMORPHIC DISTORTION

FIGURE 5.6: The anamorphically distorted, integrated debug rendering.
The inner and outer circle represent the minimum and maximum viewing
range accordingly.

Next, that light-field render texture is sent through a second shader
process that radially distorts the image around the center of the monitor.
This process turns the single pixel wide lines from the render texture into
wedges that extend from the center of the monitor. As each wedge
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extends from the monitor, the number of pixels per wedge increases. To
avoid stretching and repeating pixels and to maximize the pixels that are
sampled, this process could be streamlined to sample pixels based on the
radially distorted location on the monitor.

FIGURE 5.7: Above, the anamorphically distorted image as it appears on
the monitor. Below, the same image appears un-distorted after it has
reflected off the conical mirror.
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Part 3
Procedural Character
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CHAPTER 6
PROCEDURAL CHARACTERS

After creating a real-time system in Unity and hardware, the next step was
to provide a meaningful interaction to validate the utility of this design.
Because of the ubiquity of real-time voice assistants like Amazon Alexa
and Google Home, we decided to pursue a digital character companion
to showcase the potential of this display. Additionally, because this
display differentiates itself from augmented reality glasses which obscures
the user's face, we chose to develop interactions that depended on the
affective state of user, particularly face pose analysis.

6.1 DESIGN

FIGURE 6.1: Character design for procedural character animation [2].

For displaying an emotive character to users in the system and given the
limited resolution of the monitor's reflection, it was important to carefully
consider character design. For this thesis, the above dog character with a

large head relative to the body and high contrasting eyes and mouth was
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chosen. Additionally, a dog character seemed like a logical choice
because there are established associations for physically embodied
emotion for dogs (i.e. wagging tail indicates the dog is excited,
downturned ears and head indicates sympathy or sadness). We
purchased an already rigged model from Anko3D of a cartoonish dog
character that met these criteria.

FIGURE 6.2: Rendering of terminal blend shape positions for various
emotion-based parameters [2].

The dog character, named CAIA (after a real-life dog and as an acronym
meaning Contextual Artificially Intelligent Agent), was created in 3DSMax
with skeletal rigging and blend shapes for the face that define hero poses
for each of the possible emotional embodiments the character might
have. These facial blend shapes allow the character to animate its mouth,
eyes and other features smoothly by interpolating points on the mesh
between the various poses. The character was then imported into Unity,
where the character could be procedurally animated in real-time based on
the parameter analysis from various input devices (i.e. Intel Realsense
camera or microphone).
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FIGURE 6.3: Skeletal rigging and blend shape parameters for the digital
character exposed [2].

6.2 HARDWARE
Intel Realsense and similar depth sensing devices like Kinect and Leap
Motion provide SDKs that allow developers to readily stream depth and
color data into Unity. For this thesis, the Intel Realsense camera was
chosen for a variety of reasons, including peripheral integration, ease of
use, and resolution. The Intel Realsense data can be further processed
and interpreted using software like Nuitrack which uses machine learning
to compute and perform skeleton tracking which exposes body pose and
joint positions. This information can be used to allow the system to know
when a user is close enough to the display or standing a particular place.
The data collected can be further interpreted to allow for gesture
recognition as well. The color data from the Intel Realsense camera can
be processed in OpenCV or similar libraries which have Unity SDKs or
libraries. With OpenCV or similar, the color data can be analyzed for
object detection, face detection and recognition and face pose analysis
because of the resolution of the Intel Realsense camera. This allows the
system to recognize objects, people and face pose, which could be used
to interpret affective state. Face and gaze detection could be used in lieu
of trigger words like "OK Google" and "Alexa" as presumably the users
have intent to interact with the system if they're looking at the
character/sensors.
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For a system like this, microphones can be easily integrated to further
enhance the character interaction. Although we didn't include this
hardware in this initial design, sound recordings could be used to detect
volume, pitch and speech. The speech can be analyzed using a cloud-
based service, which then streams the input and a response back to Unity
to influence how the character animates and responds. Speech analysis
can be used to interpret special assigned words to trigger activities,
games or special animations or content in the display. The response
generated by the cloud-service can be used to animate the characters'
mouth if the character audibly responds to users.

RGB Camera

Face Detection Face Pose Analysi

Intel Reeleenee"k

Object Recognition
Depth Stream

Speech Recogniio BoftTaomgt

FIGURE 6.4: Diagram showing the input device pipeline.

Because the dog character couldn't look at multiple users at once, a LED
strip was added along the circumference of the display to convey auxiliary
information. For example, if the system detects a user, a subsection of the
LED strip lights up that corresponds to the user's affective state and
engagement. For the later developed user study, the LEDs indicated
which activity mode the user had entered by changing to a specific color
on the card. If the microphone had been integrated, when the system is
listening to the user, using FFT, the width of the area might modulate to
indicate that the system is engaged and interpreting. This color
information is streamed from Unity using serial messaging to an Arduino
connected to the LEDs and the computer via USB.
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6.3 SOFTWARE
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FIGURE 6.5: Diagram explaining how the processed input channels
influence the character animation.

In game engines like Unity and Unreal, it is straight-forward to connect
various sensor and stream data real-time in the system. To fully explore
the real-time interaction potential of this device, the procedural character
was rendered in the display volume, animating based on data from
external sensors. To interact with the character, Intel Realsense
depth/RGB cameras were connected via USB to the computer which then
streams depth and color data to Unity. The depth information streamed
allowed the system to understand where users are in the space as well as
body pose. The color information streamed allowed for body pose
detection, object/image detection, face detection and recognition, and
face pose detection.

An omni-directional microphone could've been connected to the
computer and the audio streamed into Unity where it would've been
processed for volume and speech to text. Many third-party companies
like IBM, Google and Amazon allow for cloud voice analysis which is how
this system will interpret speech and assign responses. FFT (fast Fourier
transform) could have been applied to audio streaming directly in Unity
which can be used to detect pitch and volume.
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The first software that was written in Unity to animate the character was a
script which controlled animation based on the position of a virtual red
ball relative to the dog. In this first experiment, if the ball moved closer to
the dog, the dog's tail would wag faster, indicating excitement.
Additionally, the dog's head pose would rotate to always face the ball
which allowed for an enhanced sense of engagement from the character.
After this initial experiment, the software was expanded to allow the dog
to sympathetically respond to the user's emotion. Using Affectiva's Unity
plug-in, software that uses machine learning to understand facial pose
affect, the user's face pose could be parameterized to allow for nuanced
emotional interaction. If the user was smiling, the dog would smile and
wag its tail, but if the user frowned or looked angry, the dog would stop
wagging its tail and look nervous or sad. These first interactions provided
a framework for creating the user study.

6.4 INTERACTION
The coupling of depth/RGB data allowed for more nuanced
understanding of a user's intent and affective state (which would have
been further enhanced by the use of a microphone and natural language
processing). In combination, these inputs were used to drive sympathetic
animations from the character.

Input Signals Processing Output Animation

Dep Strea

OpenCV Character
Intel Rea Animation

W-* vuforia
RGBCamera Affecivo

ARDUINO

FIGURE 6.6: Diagram showing how the data streamed from the Intel
Realsense camera is used by the processing libraries to generate
appropriate animations for the character and LEDs.
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To illustrate the capabilities of this real-time display, an experiment was
designed that encouraged the user to interact physically and emotionally
with the dog character. Custom designed cards were created in Adobe
Illustrator to be used to trigger activity modes during the user study. The
cards, seen below, were designed specifically to be playful and intuitive
while also providing enough detail for the image to be recognized by the
camera. Vuforia, which is an SDK primarily used for tracking augmented
reality content, was repurposed in Unity to recognize these image glyphs.
These registered images allowed for the Unity system to understand
where special markers were placed in three-dimensional space. This
allowed the dog character to look at the markers convincingly.

•$• PAY '''"' •°°

I-NN

a

FIGURE 6.7: These "image marker" cards were designed in Adobe
Illustrator and processed in Vuforia for image detection and tracking in
Unity. These designs were printed and mounted on poster board for the
user study.
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The first activity created was called "play". This seemed like an obvious
first interaction with the dog character as the user would have an intuitive
understanding of how the dog might behave when presented with a ball.

When the user holds up the "play" card, the digital dog picks up a digital
version of the green ball on the card. If the user starts smiling while
shaking the card, the dog will move faster as it loops through the play
animation with the virtual ball. The LEDs on the periphery of the Funnel
Vision housing turned green to match the bar at the top of the "play"
card.

FIGURE 6.8: This is an example of an intervention that happens when the

camera recognizes the "play" activity card. The dog character now has a

3D model of the 2D ball represented on the card.

The next activity was called "treat". Again, this seemed like a straight-
forward and familiar association for the user to make. When presented
with the "treat" card, the dog character would start panting and smiling
while looking directly at the physical treats. If the user moved the treat
card physically passed a virtual threshold, a virtual treat would be
dispensed allowing the dog to celebrate. The LEDs on the periphery of

the Funnel Vision housing turned blue to match the bar at the top of the
"treat" card.

For the "sleep" card, the user would again present the card to the Funnel
Vision system. Because this would signal to the character to go to sleep,
the virtual lighting would dim and shade to purple, as a lullaby would play
allowing the character drifted off to sleep. The LEDs on the periphery of
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the Funnel Vision housing turned purple to match the bar at the bottom of
the "sleep" card and the changed reflected in the virtual lighting.

For the final "style" card, the user might not have had a clear mental
model for how the character would behave. The goal of this interaction
was to allow the user to change the color of the dog's collar based on the
user's mood. As the user held the card up to the Funnel Vision system,
the Intel Realsense camera would stream data through Affectiva which
would then influence what color the collar should turn. The LEDs on the
periphery of the Funnel Vision housing turned orange to match the bar at
the bottom of the "style" card.

FIGURE 6.9: This image showcases the complete Funnel Vision system,
with the procedural dog character, the Intel Realsense camera and the
auxiliary LED strip.

For all four of these interaction modes, the LEDs directly in front of the
user would change color based on the user's perceived affective state
using the Affectiva integration. While the interactions were limited in their
scope for the purpose of the user study, one could imagine how a
character like this could be playful and informative at the same time. For
the purpose of the user study, every interaction was being generated in
real-time based on exclusively the current state of the user. Because the
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RGB data allows for face recognition, the character could potentially store
information about users to be retrieved whenever that user interacts with
the system.

6.5 REACTION
For the user study, I wanted to understand how users interacted with the
character and whether they felt the character had more presence when
situated in the physical environment. This was the metric I decided to
base the success of the system on, because ultimately, I feel the most
ubiquitous use case of a device like this would be formatted as a digital
character companion.

6.5.1 REASONING
I decided to compare the Funnel Vision system to 2D monitor because of
the familiarity and affordability of traditional displays. Furthermore,
because this study was designed to measure engagement with the
character using the affective pose of the user, doing a comparative study
using an augmented reality headset would've occluded the user's face.
For the purposes of this study, the number of rendered views were
minimized to two, because the interaction was focused primarily on the
character, not on the 360-viewpoint effect. This allowed for a brighter,
clearer image of the character to be reflected in the cone.

VS

FIGURE 6.10: For the user study, it was important to compare the
character interaction to a familiar, affordable display.

The user study was designed to measure three features of the display:
engagement, fidelity, and enjoyment. These features were chosen
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because ultimately, this display is intended to be engaging and enjoyable

to use, while providing a high fidelity experience. Because of the optical

layering with the system, I already knew it wouldn't be as high fidelity

compared to a traditional 2D monitor, so I also asked questions about

perception of the character's attention.

6.5.2 HYPOTHESIS
Before running the user study, I wasn't entirely sure what the participants

would think of the display. About half of the participants hadn't used

augmented reality glasses before, so I predicted they might have a more

enjoyable time using this display because they wouldn't have seen higher
resolution augmented reality content. For the users who had used

augmented reality glasses before, I predicted that they might enjoy this

display because it doesn't require wearing a headset, which is an

inconvenience or cumbersome for some users. As I designed the user

study, I was hoping that the activities would be enjoyable for all users who

participated in the study, so I predicted that enjoyment would be high for

both the 2D monitor and the Funnel Vision system. As for engagement, I

believed that for some of the activities, the Funnel Vision system would be

more engaging overall, but I had concerns for activities that required

higher resolution. For example, the dog's facial pose would change

based on the user's face pose, but those changes might be more difficult

to notice on the Funnel Vision display. Additionally, I didn't tell the

participants that the camera was tracking their facial pose (although many
users could infer that because the LED lights would change to indicate
engagement and perceived emotion). Because of that, I predicted that

engagement might be higher on both systems if the participant started

with the 2D monitor, because they could experience the character in full-

resolution in a familiar format before transitioning to the Funnel Vision
system.

6.5.3 PROCEDURE
The full list of questions for the user study can be viewed in the appendix.

For the procedure of the user study, an email was sent out asking for

voluntary, uncompensated people to participate in the study. The form

asked two questions, whether they could actually commit to the study and
if they had used augmented reality of any kind before. In total, there were

11 participants for this study, with most participants in their 20s and
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several older adult participants. The gender balance was split with six
female participants and five male participants. When the participant

arrived for the study, the completed a pre-survey that asked the user how

they were feeling today and when they thought augmented reality would

be a mature technology. Next the user was asked to either free-style
engage with the Funnel Vision system or the 2D monitor, after a brief

explanation of how to use the system. Since I was in the room, watching
the participants as they interacted with each system, I could answer their

questions if they felt lost while interacting with the character. During the

demo, I pointed out where the edges of the camera's viewable area was.

Due to the limitations of the Vuforia integration, before the participants
interacted with the system, I demonstrated that in order to achieve the

best tracking result, the participant should hold the image glyph parallel
to the camera.

After the participant felt like they understood each activity (which they
could try and re-attempt in any order), the participant would complete a

survey that asked questions about their interaction with the display they

just used. The questions pertained to engagement, fidelity and

enjoyment. After completing the survey, the participant would switch to
the next display and again, interact with the dog using their facial pose

and the provided activity cards. I again demoed the procedure and the

approximate view range of the camera to avoid confusion with the sensor
to the participant could focus on their interaction with the character. After

finishing the activities, the participant completed an identical survey about

the second display they interacted with. Upon completion of that survey,
the participant completed a final survey that comparatively addressed
each display, with a second page of follow-up questions on what direction

they believe this technology could take. The follow up question page

specifically asked about multiple-user interaction. Because of the

affordances of the Funnel Vision system, a potential next user study could
include multiple users at one time interacting with the system.

6.5.4 ANALYSIS
The user study provided interesting results for interpretation on the utility of this

system and for the direction of future work. Overall, the participants seemed to
enjoy interacting with the Funnel Vision system, despite the 2D monitor imagery
rendering more clearly. Fidelity was higher for the 2D monitor, but engagement
and enjoyment was reported higher for Funnel Vision.
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When asked how clearly the user could read the emotions and the character
animations better on Funnel Vision and the 2D monitor, all participants either
ranked the experience as the same or as the 2D monitor being more readable.
This absolutely makes sense, for two key reasons. First, the 2D monitor is
opaque, meaning the features of the dog character will contrast much more on
the 2D monitor compared to the ghosting effect that happens on the conical
reflection. Second, the 2D monitor (which was also 4K resolution), was not
rendering a stereoscopic image, which means that there were more pixels
dedicated to the dog character displayed on the 2D monitor compared to the
Funnel Vision display.

How clearly could you read the emotions
on the dog's face?

11
10

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0 0 10 L
1 2 3 4

Not Clear to Very Clear

I

2,

w Funnel Vision

M 2D monitor

5

How clearly could you see the character
animations?

0 0 0 0

1 2 3 4

Not Clear to Very Clear

* Funnel Vision

" 2D monitor

5

FIGURE 6.11: It was easier to read the emotional pose on the dog
character's face on the 2D monitor compared to Funnel Vision. However,
overall, the emotional poses were still visible on both displays. It was
easier to see the character animation on the 2D monitor compared to
Funnel Vision.
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Next, I wanted to analyze indirectly how the participants might've enjoyed
their experience with the two displays. The "style" and "treat" activities
involved more facial animation than the "sleep" and "play" activities.
When looking at the activity preferences between Funnel Vision and the
2D monitor, the results were surprising, as I expected the users to prefer
"sleep" and "play" on Funnel Vision (as they required less face animations
on the character). Instead, "treat" followed by "sleep" were the preferred
activities on Funnel Vision. On the 2D monitor, the participants ranked
"play" as the most enjoyable activity. The results are illustrated below in
figure 6.13. "Treat" did not rank as a favorite activity at all on the 2D
monitor. "Play" and "sleep" ranked highly overall as an aggregated total
between the two results. "Style" was ranked higher on the 2D monitor
compared to the Funnel Vision display. Because the "style" activity
involved face pose analysis and the collar color modification was dimmer
overall on the Funnel Vision display, perhaps it was more difficult to
appreciate on the Funnel Vision display.

FUNNELVISION

What was your favorite interaction with the dog character?
11responses

* Sl..p
SPlay
* style

Treat
It is a osup between sleep and play

though the music with sleepmight
have swayed me a bit
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2D MONITOR

What was your favorite interaction with the dog character?
11responses

*Play
*style

A Once I figured out how to interact to
make changes in style, that was my
favorite!

FIGURE 6.13: Based on the above charts, there was more variety in which
interactions the user's enjoyed on Funnel Vision display. Almost half of
the participants enjoyed "play" the most on the 2D monitor.

When asked if the participants noticed that the dog was able to track the
cards in 3D space and respond to the activities, most of the participant
said yes. Every participant that said they noticed the dog character
tracking/responding to the activity card on the 2D monitor also noticed
that behavior on Funnel Vision, regardless of the order introduced.
Because this was an intuitive signal, embedded in the character animation,
it was encouraging to learn that most participants noticed the behavior. If
I were to do another user study, I might've toggled certain behaviors for
different participants to understand if this was perception based or a clear
understanding of the behavior.

FUNNELVISION

Did it look like the dog was tracking/responding to the activity card?
11responses

eyes
ONo

In order from most o least: sleep;
play; treat; style
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2D MONITOR

Did it look like the dog was tracking/responding to the activity card?
11responses

yes
ONO

FIGURE 6.14: All the participants that said they noticed the dog
tracking/responding to the activity card on the 2D monitor, noticed on
Funnel Vision as well, regardless of the order introduced.

When asked on which display it was easier to read the character's facial
features, most participants selected the 2D monitor. Because of the
increased pixel canvas on the 2D monitor, its contrast and its familiar
visual format, it was not surprising that the 2D monitor out-performed
Funnel Vision on this metric. I had concerns that because the users found
it easier to read the character's facial features on the 2D display, that
Funnel Vision would be unsuccessful overall as an interactive experience.

On which display was it easier to read the character's facial features?
11 responses

*2D Monitor
0Funnel Vision

FIGURE 6.15: The character's facial features and animations were more
clearly visible on the 2D monitor compared to Funnel Vision.

However, the participants ranked Funnel Vision as having more character
presence, despite the facial feature's fidelity being higher on the 2D
monitor. The participants might have ranked character presence higher
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on the Funnel Vision display for a couple key factors. First, because the
Funnel Vision system situates the character in the physical environment,
the participants of the study may have felt that the character had more
presence. Second, because of the conical reflection, there may have been
some angular distortion that contributed to this sentiment. Some
participants spent time moving their head back and forth laterally as they
looked at the character and this may have contributed to a sense of depth
or presence for the character that doesn't exist with a 2D monitor.

On which display did you feellike there was more character presence?
11 responses

2D Monitor
FunnelVision

FIGURE 6.16: Users reported more character presence on the Funnel
Vision display compared to the 2D monitor.

When asked which display the participants enjoyed interacting with more,
the same participants that reported more character presence on the
Funnel Vision display compared to the 2D monitor enjoyed interacting
with the character more on the Funnel Vision display. If the participant
was able to connect or establish presence with the character on the
Funnel Vision display, the experience was more enjoyable. Overall, the
participants seemed to greatly enjoy interacting with both displays, with
all participants reporting ending the study happier or the same level of
happy than when they arrived.
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Which display did you enjoy interacting with more?
11 responses

2D Monitor
Funnel Vision

FIGURE 6.17: The same users that reported more character presence on
the Funnel Vision display compared to the 2D monitor enjoyed interacting
with the character more on the Funnel Vision display.

I thought it was important to ask, after completing both activities, if the
participants noticed that their emotional face pose was being tracked and
interpreted by the system. I never explicitly told the subjects that their
faces were involved with the character interaction. Most participants
recognized that the character had access to the user's face pose, despite
not being told this information prior to interacting with the system. The
participants that recognized that their face pose influenced the animation
reported more enjoyment with both the "play" and "style" activities,
where the face pose of the participant heavily influenced the interaction.
For the "play" activity, if the user smiled while moving the "play" card
around, the dog character would more vigorously play with the virtual ball
that appeared in the scene. If the user didn't understand that their face
was being tracked, the dog character wouldn't exhibit excited sentiments
when presented with the "play" card. For the "style" activity,
understanding that the facial pose was being interpreted was critical for
the interaction. One participant rated "style" as not-enjoyable on either
display. This might have been because this participant didn't notice that
the system was using their face pose as input.
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Did you notice that the character could interpret your emotional face pose?
11 responses

yes
eno

FIGURE 6.18: Most participants recognized that the character had access
to the user's face pose, despite not being told this information prior to
interacting with the system.

It is unclear if the users who didn't notice the face pose, didn't notice
because the reciprocating animations the character did were too subtle or
because they weren't conditioned to look for that response during the
study. For example, on the iPhone, users can create Animoji sequences
where their face pose is used to directly animate a character mesh. The
messaging around that interaction was made abundantly clear through
marketing, text instructions, and visual signals while using the interface.
However, for the dog character animations, the animations weren't
directly mapped to the user's face pose, but instead were reciprocating
the perceived emotion. Additionally, because the dog's emotional
animations were interpolated with the more dominant activity animations,
it might have been difficult to recognize this design feature under the
circumstances of a limited interaction.

What I do think is assuring, based on this response, is that most
participants physically distorted their faces during the course of the
evaluation to trigger an understanding of this design feature. Because
most participant changed their facial pose while interacting with the
character, they were able to notice that it has influence on the system.
This has interesting implications because most existing character
engagements don't require the user's active emotional participation.
However, because the participants left the study feeling more positive, I
imagine emotional engagement had a positive influence on the overall
experience.
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Which of the activities did you prefer on which display?

8
8 PLAY -SLEEP TREAT -STYLE

6

4

2

0
Preferred Funnel Vision Preferred 2D Monitor Didn't Enjoy on Either Preferred Both Equally

FIGURE 6.19: Overall the participants enjoyed the 'sleep' and 'play'
activities more on Funnel Vision, and the 'style' and 'treat' activities more
on the 2D monitor.

After completing the multiple-choice forms as part of the study, the
participants were offered an opportunity to give informal feedback
through a serious of open-ended questions. This was completely
voluntary and the questions were framed to provide feedback for future
directions this project could take rather than evaluations of the current
iteration. When asked how Funnel Vision compared to augmented reality
glasses, the participants who had used some form of augmented reality
before, overall reported Funnel Vision as a more intuitive, collaborative
system. One participant said "I thought that not having to physically
augment my own head/body was a great improvement on AR glasses and
similar systems from an accessibility and comfort standpoint. I felt like the
face tracking performance was similar in quality to what I've experienced
with existing systems, but that the added physicality of Funnel Vision
made the dog character and entire experience more emotionally
compelling." Another said that the Funnel Vision system has different
goals and applications than traditional augmented reality, but that the
Funnel Vision system was more comfortable. The main feedback to the
question focused on comfort and character permanence which lead to a
heightened sense of physicality and engagement.

The participants were then asked what new features they would like to see
developed for the platform. Many of the participants recommended
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speech recognition, which seems like a natural direction for this system to

take, as its directly inspired by voice assistants like Google Home and

Amazon Alexa. Some participants were curious how this system would

work with more than one participant at a time. Additionally, another

participant inquired about a mobile version of this display, that they would

be able to pick up and carry around with them.

As a pointed follow-up, the questionnaire then asked the users how they

imagined this system being used in a collaborative context. I'm glad I

included that question, as many of the participants were curious about the

multi-user opportunity this setup affords. Most of the participants

suggested telepresence as a multi-user scenario, while others suggested

specifically designed game play as a new direction to take. Two of the

participants suggested that the digital character could act as an impartial

mediator or therapist in tense group dynamics.

When asked what features the participants would want in a consumer

product version of this system, all of the feedback indicated that

consumers would want a character assistant that understands their

emotional state. What stood out to me is how expansive and helpful a

digital character assistant that understands affect could be. For example,
one participant remarked "I would love for a character assistant to, for

example, hold notifications or notify me in a less disruptive way if I'm

clearly stressed." In that example, the emotional state of the user drives

an intuitive, subverted response from the character. While character

companions have the potential to infringe on privacy and to exploit

consumers emotional states, there is also a compelling advantage to a

system that can better address user's needs.

Most participants want transparency in how they allow their data to be

used, even in innocuous contexts. All participants recommended that

emotional understanding be an opt-in feature for a display like Funnel

Vision, even if it means the character loses some capabilities. The

participants overall preferred visual signals like the LED strip indicators to

perpetually acknowledge them that data was being collected and used to

enhance their experience. A subset of the participants would prefer a

subtle experience with the character, where they could opt-in to sharing

their data, but the system would use that data in non-intuitive ways to

improve the character interaction.
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Part 4
Conclusions
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

7.1 CONCLUSION
Funnel Vision and similarly made Pepper's Ghost displays offer a unique

opportunity to provide a robust augmented reality experience at a

fraction of the current price. Because of the collaborative nature of this

display and its affordable price point, I hope that this project could be

further developed to be used in classrooms. In order for that to become a

reality, there is substantial amount of work required to finesse the radial

lenticular and investigate best practices for interactions with this type of

display. I would love to share the software for this project as a Unity

package for anyone to develop on with a parallax barrier and cone while

the logistics of the radial lenticular are further developed. I really enjoyed

working on this project as it gave me an unforgettable and life-changing

opportunity to work at the intersection of hardware, software and

interaction design. Furthermore, I had the freedom to investigate

procedural character animation in Unity through the context of human

interaction and artificial intelligence. I am so excited to see what direction

the Object Based Media group takes with this platform for low-cost

augmented reality. Overall, I was surprised by how engaged participants

were during the user study. There was genuine laughter and smiles in the

room as the participants interacted with the character in the Funnel Vision

display. Because of the structure of the MIT Media Lab, with plenty of

visitors from various industries passing through the lab, I am comforted to

know that there is a ton of imaginative directions this project could go,
ranging from companionship to connected experience design to training

simulations.

7.2 FUTURE WORK
Funnel Vision has two main branches of expansion for future researchers

in the Object Based Media Group. First, the radial optics and conical

reflections could be more robustly analyzed and developed.
Unfortunately, the radial lenticular that was printed with an optical resin for

this display was bonded to a thick substrate, so was unusable for this

context. Because of the thickness of the substrate, views meant for
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adjacent lenticular lenses would bleed over as the viewer moves off-axis.
This leads to flipping views (which is the same limitation the parallax
barrier presents). Ideally, for a system like this to function correctly, a
custom monitor with a radial pixel array would be developed to properly
align the lenticular to the pixels. The radial lenticular itself would be
created through a high resolution, subtractive manufacturing process. For
an additive manufacturing process, perhaps the lenticular could be
printed as a symmetrical subsection and then molded and casted to
produce the final optical piece. Optical resin printers continually increase
in resolution. The lenticular would then be bonded to the monitor for
precise imaging of the views generated. In order to accomplish this task,
researchers with a specific optics focus could model the system and
produce the desired lenticular design. Additionally, material science
expertise to understand how to reduce back reflections on the conical
mirror would further enhance the viewing experience. Second, Funnel
Vision could be a platform for collaborative digital character development.
Researching character engagement involves natural language processing,
interaction design, and signal processing to create a compelling system.
Instead of using physical characters like social robots, perhaps Funnel
Vision provides an affordable platform for developing digital telepresence
and engaging characters. There is an initiative within the Object Based
Media group to reimagine natural language processing pipelines to better
serve personality driven agents, and that work could be showcased
through a digitally embodied character on Funnel Vision. Additionally, as
voice assistants (like Amazon Alexa, Siri, and Google Home) and
embodied assistants (like Jibo) become more prevalent, researching
interaction paradigms and sensor inputs for digital incarnations seems like
a worthwhile research pursuit.

7.3 VISION STATEMENT
In our complex and connected world, it seems imperative to consider the
how the technology developed forwards a vision for a more empathetic
society. It is my hope that underutilized physical spaces can serve better
purposes as community hubs, entertainment outposts, or extended
education centers. Communities are stronger when they're educated and
supported. Through the development of special, collaborative
infrastructure and devices to be used in shared contexts, I hope that I can
contribute to a future where we spend a little less time looking down and
a little more time looking ahead. Safety goggles off.
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APPENDIX

8.1 RELEVANT CODE

ViewGenerator.cs

1. using UnityEngine;
2.
3. [RequireComponent(typeof(Camera))]
4. public class ViewGenerator : MonoBehaviour
5.
6. [Tooltip("Number of columns to tile in RenderTexture")]
7. public int ViewDimX;
8.
9. [Tooltip("Number of rows to tile in RenderTexture")]
10. public int ViewDimY;
11.
12. [Tooltip("Number of views per each lenticular lens")]
13. public int viewsPerLenticular;
14.
15. [Tooltip("Number of repeated groupings of views")]
16. public int numRepeats;
17.
18. [Tooltip("360 or the max angle divided by the number of cameras")]
19. public float AngleOffset;
20.
21. [Tooltip("The width, in pixels, of the display and render texutre")]
22. public int DisplayWidth;
23.
24. [Tooltip("The height, in pixels, of the display and render texture")]
25. public int DisplayHeight;
26.
27. [Tooltip("The render texture combining the entire viewset")]
28. public RenderTexture TiledViewsRenderTexture;
29.
30. [Tooltip("The render textures to use for each camera target")]
31. public RenderTexture[] PerViewRenderTextures;
32.
33. //The view camera game object
34. public GameObject[] views;
35.
36. //The distance of the cameras from the center
37. public float radius;
38.
39. //Use this for initialization
40. void Start ()
41.
42. GetComponent<Camera>().clearFlags = CameraClearFlags.SolidColor;
43. GetComponent<Camera>().backgroundColor = Color.black;
44.
45. if !TiledViewsRenderTexture)

46. CreateRenderTextures(;
47. GenerateLightfieldCameras(;

48.
49. //set the target texture to null after generating the views
50. }
51.
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52. // Update is called once per frame
53. void Update (){
54.
55. }
56.
57. void CreateRenderTextures()
58.
59. TiledViewsRenderTexture = new RenderTexture(DisplayWidth,

DisplayHeight, 24, RenderTextureFormat.ARGB32);
60. TiledViewsRenderTexture.Create(;
61.
62. PerViewRenderTextures = new RenderTexture[ViewDimX * ViewDimY];
63. for (int i = 0; i < ViewDimX * ViewDimY; i++)
64. {
65. PerViewRenderTextures[i] = new RenderTexture(DisplayWidth /

ViewDimX, DisplayHeight / ViewDimY, 24, RenderTextureFormat.ARGB32);
66. PerViewRenderTextures[i].Create(;
67.
68.
69.
70. void GenerateLightfieldCameras()
71.
72. /Get the total number of views and create camera array
73. int numViews = ViewDimX * ViewDimY;
74. views = new GameObject[numViews];
75. Vector3 center = new Vector3 (Of, Of, Of);
76.
77. for (int y = 0, idx = 0; y < ViewDimY; y++)
78.
79. for (int x = 0; x < ViewDimX; x++, idx++)
80.
81. //idx is the i-th view
82. views[idx] = new GameObject("LightField View " + idx);
83.
84. //set the lightfield cameras to be children of this gameobject

in the scene graph
85. views[idx].transform.parent = transform;
86.
87. //attach a camera to the gameobject
88. Camera theCam = views[idx].AddComponent<Camera>();
89.
90. float angle = idx * AngleOffset;
91. Debug.Log(angle);
92. Vector3 pos = GenerateRadialPosition(center, radius, angle);
93. Quaternion rot =

Quaternion.FromToRotation(Vector3.forward, center-pos);
94. if (idx == 0) {
95. rot = new Quaternion (O.Of, 180.0f, O.Of,

0.0f);//changed x for tilting down
96.
97.
98. //change the position of the camera, FOV and whatever

parameters your lightfield calculation calls for
99. theCam.transform.position = pos;
100. theCam.transform.rotation = rot;
101. theCam.fieldOfView = 60;
102. theCam.nearClipPlane= radius-.5f;
103. theCam.farClipPlane= radius+.5f;
104.
105. //Probably don't want a skybox
106. theCam.clearFlags = CameraClearFlags.SolidColor;
107. theCam.backgroundColor = Color.black;
108.
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109. //set the viewport for each camera to its corresponding tile
110. //this is normalized coordiantes where 0,0 is left and

bottom, 1,1 is right and top
111. //theCam.rect = new Rect((float)x / ViewDimX, (float)y/

ViewDimY, 1.Of /ViewDimX, 1.Of /ViewDimY);
112.
113. //set each camera display to secondary display render texture
114. theCam.targetTexture = PerViewRenderTextures[idx];
115.
116.
117.
118.
119. //generate the radial position for the cameras
120. Vector3 GenerateRadialPosition (Vector3 center , float radius, float

angle){
121. float ang = angle;
122. Vector3 pos;
123. pos.x = center.x+ radius* Mathf.Sin(ang * Mathf.Deg2Rad);
124. pos.y = center.y ;
125. pos.z = center.z + radius * Mathf.Cos(ang * Mathf.Deg2Rad);
126. return pos;
127.

128.

LightfieldGenerator.cs

1. using System.Collections;
2. using System.Collections.Generic;
3. using UnityEngine;
4.
5. public class LightfieldGenerator : MonoBehaviour
6.
7. [Tooltip("Shader file which will compute the light field from the render

texture containing a grid of views")]
8. public Shader ComputeLightFieldShader = null;
9. public Shader ToPolarCoordsShader = null;
10. public bool polarWarp = true;
11.
12. [Tooltip("The size of the pixels in your display (assuming square pixels),

in meters")]
13. public float PixelPitch;
14.
15. Material computeLightFieldMaterial;
16. Material toPolarCoordsMaterial;
17. ViewGenerator viewGenerator;
18. RenderTexture transitionTexture;
19.
20. private string filepath = "/Users/emily/Documents/mit/funnelvision/debug/";
21.
22. //Use this for initialization
23. void Start ()
24.
25. //Check if the shader is present
26. if (!ComputeLightFieldShader)
27. ComputeLightFieldShader =

Shader.Find("LightField/ComputeLightField");
28.
29. /Check if the shader is present
30. if (!ToPolarCoordsShader)
31. ToPolarCoordsShader = Shader.Find("LightField/ToPolarCoords");
32.
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33. // create the material which is used to set shader parameters,
properties, etc.

34. computeLightFieldMaterial = new Material(ComputeLightFieldShader);
35. toPolarCoordsMaterial = new Material(ToPolarCoordsShader);
36.
37. //Check if the view generator is attached to the lightfield generator

38. if(!viewGenerator)
39. viewGenerator = GetComponent<ViewGenerator>();
40.
41. CreateTransitionTexture(;
42.
43.
44. //Update is called once per frame
45. void Update ()
46.
47. //create the tiled render texture for shader to sample from

48. Texture2D tiledView = new
Texture2D(viewGenerator.TiledViewsRenderTexture.width,
viewGenerator.TiledViewsRenderTexture.height);

49. tiledView.ReadPixels(new Rect(0, 0,

viewGenerator.TiledViewsRenderTexture.width,
viewGenerator.TiledViewsRenderTexture.height), 0, 0);

50. byte[] bytes = tiledView.EncodeToPNG(;
51. System.IO.File.WriteAllBytes(filepath + "tiledView" + ".png", bytes);

52.
53. //toggles the polar warp shader
54. if (Input.GetKeyDown("p")) {
55. polarWarp= !polarWarp;
56.
57.
58. //Set the shader parameters via the material here

59. computeLightFieldMaterial.SetInt("_ViewDimX", viewGenerator.ViewDimX);

60. computeLightFieldMaterial.SetInt(" ViewDimY", viewGenerator.ViewDimY);

61. computeLightFieldMaterial.SetInt("_ViewsPerLenticular",
viewGenerator.viewsPerLenticular);

62. computeLightFieldMaterial.SetInt("_NumRepeats",
viewGenerator.numRepeats);

63. computeLightFieldMaterial.SetInt("_DisplayWidth",
viewGenerator.ViewDimX*viewGenerator.viewsPerLenticular*viewGenerator.numRepeat
S);

64. computeLightFieldMaterial.SetInt("_DisplayHeight",
viewGenerator.DisplayHeight);

65. computeLightFieldMaterial.SetFloat("_PixelPitch", PixelPitch);

66.
67.
68. private void OnRenderImage(RenderTexture source, RenderTexture destination)

69.
70.
71. var viewWidthPx = viewGenerator.DisplayWidth /

viewGenerator.ViewDimX;
72. var viewHeightPx = viewGenerator.DisplayHeight /

viewGenerator.ViewDimY;
73.
74. //This function will execute our shader using the views render texture

75. //as the source and destination as our main camera render texture

76. for (int y = 0, idx = 0; y < viewGenerator.ViewDimY; y++)
77. for(int x = 0; x < viewGenerator.ViewDimX; x++, idx++)
78.
79. Graphics.CopyTexture(
80. viewGenerator.PerViewRenderTextures[idx],
81. 0,
82. 0,
83. 0, 0,
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84. viewWidthPx,
85. viewHeightPx,
86. viewGenerator.TiledViewsRenderTexture,
87. 0,
88. 0,
89. viewWidthPx * x, viewHeightPx * y);
90.
91.
92. //If polar warping is enabled, do the anamorphic distorion to make the

rendered image appear correctly in the conical mirror
93. if (polarWarp){
94. Graphics.Blit(viewGenerator.TiledViewsRenderTexture,

transitionTexture, computeLightFieldMaterial);
95. Graphics.Blit(transitionTexture, destination,

toPolarCoordsMaterial);
96.
97.
98. else{
99. Graphics.Blit(viewGenerator.TiledViewsRenderTexture, destination,

computeLightFieldMaterial);
100.
101. }
102.
103. void CreateTransitionTexture()
104. {
105. transitionTexture = new RenderTexture(viewGenerator.DisplayWidth,

viewGenerator.DisplayHeight, 24, RenderTextureFormat.ARGB32);
106. transitionTexture.Create();
107. }

108.

ComputeLightField.shader

1. Shader "LightField/ComputeLightField"
2. {
3. Properties
4. {
5. _MainTex ("Texture", 2D) = "white" {}
6. _ViewDimX("Number of view columns", Int) = 30
7. _ViewDimY("Number of view rows", Int) = 1
8. _ViewsPerLenticular("Number of view per lenticular lens", Int) = 6
9. _NumRepeats("Number of repeated groupings of views", Int) = 20
10. _DisplayWidth("Number of pixels in horizontal dimension of display",

Int) = 3840
11. _DisplayHeight("Number of pixels in the vertical dimension of display",

Int) = 2160
12. PixelPitch("The width of the pixel (and height), in meters", Float) =

0.00016
13. }
14. SubShader
15.
16. //No culling or depth
17. Cull Off ZWrite Off ZTest Always
18.
19. Pass
20.
21. CGPROGRAM
22. #pragma vertex vert
23. #pragma fragment frag
24.
25. #include "UnityCG.cginc"
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26.
27. struct appdata
28.
29. float4 vertex : POSITION;
30. float2 uv TEXCOORDO;
31.
32.
33. struct v2f
34.
35. float2 uv TEXCOORDO;
36. float4 vertex : SVPOSITION;
37.
38.
39. v2f vert (appdata v)
40.
41. v2f o;
42. o.vertex = UnityObjectToClipPos(v.vertex);
43. o.uv = v.uv;
44. return o;
45.
46.
47. sampler2D MainTex;
48. int ViewDimX;
49. int ViewDimY;
50. int ViewsPerLenticular;
51. int _NumRepeats;
52. int DisplayWidth;
53. int DisplayHeight;
54. float _PixelPitch;
55.
56. fixed4 frag (v2f i) : SVTarget
57.

58.
59./ i.uv is a vector2 that tells us our current position in normalized device

coordinates
60.
61.// e.g. i.uv.x == 0 is left, i.uv.y == 0 is bottom, i.uv.x == 1 is right,

i.uv.y == 1 is top determine our position, in pixel coordinates
62.
63. float2 screenpospx = i.uv * float2(_DisplayWidth,

_DisplayHeight);
64.
65. // given our position in pixel coordinates, we can figure out what our

position is on the display in a literal sense. this is determined by i.uv,
resolution and pixel pitch(essentially we just multiply the size of the pixel

by number of pixels in each dimension to determine the real size of the
display)

66. float2 screenposition-m = screenpos_px * _PixelPitch;
67.
68.// offset the position by half display width in horizontal dimension, and half

height in vertical dimension, this shifts our real world coordinate system so

that 0,0 is the center of the screen.
69. screenposition m = screenposition-m - float2((_DisplayWidth *

_PixelPitch * 0.5f), (_DisplayHeight * _PixelPitch * 0.5f));
70.
71. uint2 view dim_px = uint2(_DisplayWidth/ _ViewDimX,

_DisplayHeight / _ViewDimY);
72.

73.// get the index of the view for our current position
74. uint2 view _idx = (screenpospx.x) %

uint2( _ViewsPerLenticular, _ViewDimY) + screenpospx.x
/_NumRepeats/ ViewsPerLenticular;

75.
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76.// tells us where that view starts in pixel coordinates

77. uint2 viewoffset_px = screenpos-px / uint2(_ViewDimX,

ViewDimY);
78.

79. // get the actual pixel position from the view we want to sample from

80. float2 viewpositionpx = viewidx * view-dimpx;
81.
82.// finally we can get the view position in normalized device coordinates (0-1)

83. float2 viewposition = viewpositionpx / float2
_DisplayWidth, _DisplayHeight);

84.
85. //sample the view texture at viewposition

86. fixed4 col = tex2D(_MainTex, view-position);

87.
88. return col;

89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.

ENDCG

}

PolarWarp.shader

Shader "LightField/ToPolarCoords"

Properties

_MainTex ("Texture", 2D) = "white" {}
MPI( "PI", Float) = 3.14159f

}
SubShader

{
//No culling or depth
Cull Off ZWrite Off ZTest Always

Pass

CGPROGRAM
#pragma vertex vert
#pragma fragment frag

#include "UnityCG.cginc"

static const float M_PI = 3.141592653589f;

static const float aspect_ratio = 1.777777777f; //16 W /9 H=

struct appdata

{
float4 vertex : POSITION;

float2 uv : TEXCOORDO;

};

struct v2f

{
float2 uv : TEXCOORDO;

float4 vertex : SVPOSITION;

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
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37.
38. v2f o;
39. o.vertex = UnityObjectToClipPos(v.vertex);
40. o.uv = v.uv;

41. return o;
42.
43.
44. sampler2D _MainTex;
45.
46. fixed4 frag (v2f i) : SVTarget

47.
48. float2 scaled= float2((i.uv.x-.5f)*aspectratio, i.uv.y -.5);

49.
50. float2 polar= (float2(
51. atan2(scaled.y, scaled.x) / (2.0*M_PI) + (scaled.y >= 0 ?

0 1), //angle

52. length(scaled*1.5) // radius
53. ) ;
54.
55. fixed4 col = tex2D(_MainTex, polar);
56. return col;
57.
58.
59. ENDCG
60.
61. }
62.}
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FIGURE 8.2: Concept art for the Funnel Vision display with integrated LEDs.
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8.3 USER STUDY

PRE-STUDY QUESTIONS
- How positive do you feel today?

[Ranking 1 - 5 from 'not positive at all' to 'very positive']

-+ Have you used an Augmented Reality device (like a Magic Leap headset)

before?
[Yes, No, Other]

-+ When do you think Augmented Reality (AR headsets, displays or other

interventions) will become a viable product?
[< 1 year, 1 - 2 years, 3 - 5 years, 5 - 10 years, 10+ years, I don't think AR

will ever be a viable product]

IN PROGRESS QUESTIONS
-> What was your favorite interaction with the dog character?

[Play, Treat, Sleep, Style, Other]

-> How clearly could you read the emotions on the dog's face? [Ranking 1 -

5 from 'not clear' to 'clearly visible']

-+ How clearly could you see the character animations?

[Ranking 1 - 5 from 'not clear'to 'clearly visible']

- Did it look like the dog was tracking/responding to the activity card?

[Yes, No, Other]

-> What do you think the LED indicators represent?
[short text answer]

-+ Did you find the LED indicators helpful?
[Yes, No, Other]

-> Any feedback or comments you'd like to share at this point?

[optional short text answer]
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POST ACTIVITY QUESTIONS
- On which display was it easier to read the character's facial features?

[2D Monitor, Funnel Vision]

- On which display did you feel like there was more character presence?
[2D Monitor, Funnel Vision]

- Which display did you enjoy interacting with more?

[2D Monitor, Funnel Vision]

- Are you more enthusiastic about Augmented Reality (AR) after trying the
Funnel Vision system?
[Yes, No, Other]

-+ Elaborate on the previous question if you'd like!

[Optional short text answer]

- How positive do you personally feel after completing this user study?
[Ranking 1 - 5 from 'not positive at all' to 'very positive']

-+ Did you notice that the character could interpret your emotional face
pose?
[Yes, No, Other]

- Would you be interested in a digital character assistant that understands
your affective state?
[Yes, No, Other]

-+ Which of the activities did you prefer on which display?

[Play, Treat, Sleep, Style with options for Funnel Vision, 2D monitor,

neither or both]

- If you've used augmented reality glasses before, how do you think Funnel
Vision compared?
[optional long text answer]

-+ What new activities/features would you like to see on Funnel Vision?
[optional long text answer]
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> How could you see Funnel Vision being used in a collaborative, multi-user
context?
[optional long text answer]

-+ If you could have a consumer product version of Funnel Vision in your
home, what would you want the character assistant to understand about
you? (example, your emotional state, your schedule, your location)
[optional long text answer]

-+ Would you want the features from the question above to be opt in,
transparent, or embedded?
[optional long text answer]
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